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CHAPTER IV 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

4.1 Conclusion 

Based on the findings of the research that has been explained in the 

previous chapter, this one shows conclusion and suggestion. This conslusion 

is taken from the data that has been collected and interpreted by the 

researcher. They are: 

1.  The researcher found that the readability level of Bahasa Inggris for XII 

grade textbook contained to five categories. There are include in a five 

texts belonging to fairly easy that predicted to 7th grade students, one text 

belonging to normal categories that predicted to 10th-12th grade students, 

one text belonging to fairly difficult categories and four texts belonging to 

difficult category that predicted to difficult grade and two texts belonging 

to colleges student grade. The dominant category on this book is fairly 

easy category. The researcher found five fairly easy categories in Bahasa 

Inggris for 12th grade textbook. 

2. The researcher found that the difficulty of reading text Bahasa Inggris for 

XII grade textbook contained to three categories. There are fairly difficult 

category, difficult category and very difficult category. The text belongs to 

difficult has a hard word, long sentence and very long sentence. 

 

4.2 Suggestion 

After explaining the conclusion, then the researcher shows some 

suggestion as follow: 

a. For the teachers 

The teacher can apply the result of this study as feedback on their 

teaching activities that improve their knowledge and experience in 

choosing appropriate book, so that the students are better in reading skill. 

b. For the authors 
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The authors can use this study to measure readability of textbook, 

in order the students can understanding about the reading text. 

c. For further research 

In this research, the researcher has some suggestion for further 

research. For the next researcher, the researcher suggests to touch other 

category of readability, such as Smog Index, Gunning-Fog Score, 

Coleman-Liau Index, and etc. In short, the different text has different level 

of readability level.  

Finally, the researcher realizes that this final project is far from 

being perfect. Because of limiting condition, constructive critics and 

advice are really accepted for the perfection of the final project. Hopefully, 

this final project will be useful for all of us. 

  


